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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 
 

ORTHOLOGY – INNOVATIVE SOLUTION FOR CHRONIC PAIN AND PHYSICAL 
INJURIES – SELECTED TO BE EXCLUSIVE PROVIDER AT THE FAMED LARRY 

FITZGERALD SKILLS CAMP TO BEGIN ON JULY 1, 2014 
 

Orthology collaborative care teams will be on-site to help participating NFL players 
recover from injury and increase performance 

 
 
Minneapolis, MN, July 1, 2014 – Orthology, a world-class solution for rapid recovery from chronic pain 
and physical injuries, has been chosen by All-Pro Larry Fitzgerald to be the on-site provider at Fitzgerald’s 
skills camp starting July 1, 2014 at the University of Minnesota. Orthology will be on site throughout the day 
to help participating NFL players recover from injury and increase performance. 
 
‘Camp Fitzgerald’ focuses on attention to detail, honing technique and conditioning for NFL players. The 
Camp takes place between offseason workouts and training camp in order to keep participants at the top of 
their game. 
 
Prior camps have featured respected instructors including Jerry Rice, Cris Carter and Michael Irvin and NFL 
star participants such as Greg Jennings, Brandon Marshall and Jermichael Finley. 
 
'We are thrilled to have the Orthology team as a partner at this year's camp, and believe their involvement 
will be an enormous benefit for all of our participating athletes,' Says Larry Fitzgerald. 
 
In conjunction with the Camp, Orthology social followers will have the opportunity to win an authentic signed 
Larry Fitzgerald jersey. Be sure to check out @Orthology_inc on Twitter, and Facebook for details on how to 
enter and win. 
 
Based on patent pending, research-based methodology developed by Dr. Josh Sandell, Orthology Chief 
Clinical Officer who has been working with Larry Fitzgerald for nearly a decade, Orthology rapidly resolves 
injuries, restores function and improves athletic performance.  
 
Delivered by highly trained collaborative care teams (physical therapists, soft-tissue specialists and 
chiropractors), and proven on some of the world’s greatest professional athletes, Orthology focuses on 
targeting the root cause of a patient’s pain in order to get people back to living life to the fullest, faster. 
 
Orthology has three state-of-the-art locations in Eden Prairie, St. Louis Park, and Maple Grove.  Booking 
appointments at Orthology is convenient and easy online at orthology.com. 
 

# # # 
About Orthology: 
Orthology is a world-class solution for rapid recovery from physical injuries and chronic pain.  Our patent 
pending, research-based methodology, developed by Orthology Chief Clinical Officer Josh Sandell, is 
delivered by highly trained, collaborative care teams (physical therapists, soft-tissue specialists and 
chiropractors) and has been proven on some of the world’s greatest professional athletes.  We are 
committed to working with the industry’s best people, processes and technology, in our state-of-the-art 
locations, to always get people back to living life to the fullest, faster.  For more information, please visit 
orthology.com. 


